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Gender in SPORT PRESENTATION
How does the audience perceive and trust gender in football presentation?
This area of research that I undertook revealed the social constructs of what the audience expects from their sports programming. They 
expect knowledge and experience of the working of the game. That’s why the usual gender on screen is male and can talk with passion 
about football and male dominated sports

Do media text constructS such as new “ladism” affect THE LEVEL OF trust?
With research into the subject, it became apparent that media constructs can affect the audience and research into feminist theory 
discussed gender being an act of which  certain traits of each sex can be adopted by it’s counterpart.

How does cultural familiarity work in this area?
With the notion of gender being an act, if the sex playing the role on screen has a history of male dominated traits e.g. passionate football 
fan or knowledge of the game, this can change the cultural familiarity of the audience.

Gender in cookery shows
How have a nations taste have changed over the years?
The nation has gone through a series of changes of the years since WW2 and the economy has become more reliant of imports. This means 
that we are more exposed to food from different cultures and TV mostly reflects that. Also the quality of our food has changed from 
eating on a budget to expecting new recipes that we eat in restaurants. The gender lines have become blurred from traditional ideologies 

to relevant truths that we have learnt to accept.

What do people want from there cookery shows?
People expect there taste buds to be excited by new culinary tastes and ideas and, over time, the thoughts of gaining new knowledge from 
someone of experience e.g. a restaurateur or Cookery specialist, has become more paramount to the audience instead of the traditional 

ideology of gender

Gender in Martial arts films
What are the traditional gender roles in martial arts films?
The genre is generally the preserve of men and has spawned many stars such as Jean Claude Van Damme and Bruce lee. There films of which 
they are the lead protagonists shows them as an army within one man, able to take on many opponents with skill and power. These gender 
roles have helped to define the genre of one of a masculine nature.
In recent years, the focus on the male gender leading the narrative has changed to the female gender with such films as Crouching tiger, 
Hidden Dragon, House of the flying daggers and Chocolate.
These new gender roles within the films content can show that the martial art that is being demonstrated can be perceived as not male 
centric. Over the years, the genre has shown that men have displayed ‘superpowers’ beyond any human can demonstrate so we can assume 
the aerobatic forms such as wing chun are more of a display suited toward the power and dexterity instead of the masculine power 

usually seen within the genre.
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